Abstract: This paper describes a case study oral history project involving high school students who interview elders and publish in full text and full digital video on a public Web site, www.tellingstories.org. Telling Their Stories: Oral History Archives Project (OHAP) is a combination of a high school elective history course at The Urban School of San Francisco, a digital video oral history production protocol, a public Web site, and a growing collaboration with other educational institutions from around the country. Students learn oral history technique, conduct two-hour long video-recorded interviews, complete the transcription, edit movies, and publish to the OHAP Web site. Most OHAP interviews deal with witnesses of key twentieth century events involving acts of discrimination, including survivors, witnesses and liberators of the Nazi Holocaust, Japanese American internees, and elders involved in the southern Civil Rights Movement. The paper also examines the preparation and efficacy of student-conducted oral histories via the OHAP model.
Introduction
Three high school students huddle around eighty-year-old Max Garcia at his home in San Francisco, intently listening to his description of being forcibly tattooed in Auschwitz more than fifty years ago. Sixteen-year-old Marisa shifts a bit nervously in her seat knowing that one of her key tasks is about to unfold. "Could you show us your tattoo?" she inquires. "Sure," replies Garcia as he rolls up his sleeve, exposing the six-digit number permanently scarring his left arm. Another young student running the camera quickly zooms in to capture the number emblazoned on Garcia's arm, 139829, as he calmly continues with his story. "The tattoo is basically a written reminder that I was in Auschwitz," Garcia explains. "When I shower in the morning or at night, I see it and it doesn't mean anything to me anymore." Marisa breathes a deep sigh of relief. Upon having asked the difficult question that kept her up the night before, she now realizes Garcia's comfort and ease displaying his permanent visual sign of incarceration. The entire team shares a moment of accomplishment knowing that in just a few days this small segment of Garcia's story-as well as the entire two-hour interview-will be shared with the world on their award-winning digital video oral history Web site, www.tellingstories.org. 1
Project overview
Telling Their Stories: Oral History Archives Project (OHAP), is a unique combination of a high school class, professional style Web site, and a groundbreaking digital video oral history archive based at The Urban School of San Francisco, an independent high school located in the heart of the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood. Students are trained in oral history technique-much of which is studying and critiquing the interviews conducted by previous students-and they conduct two-hour interviews, mostly in the homes of the elders. Students work in teams to complete the background research, prepare their topics of inquiry, conduct the interviews, manage the digital video camera, microphones, lights and other digital equipment, and tirelessly transcribe the entire interview. With only moderate editing, these interviews are posted in their entirety as a lasting contribution to the field of oral history, as well as to serve as fertile primary source material used by teachers throughout the world.
Engaging students in real-world work that contributes to an authentic audience outside of the school has been a dream of mine for over two decades; this vision is now fully realized in the work of OHAP. Since 2001, the course and project have been a collaboration between myself-a former high school history teacher with roots as a Shoah Foundation interviewer 2 -and Deborah Dent-Samake, veteran history teacher at The Urban School. The program has expanded recently in collaboration with Vickie Malone, high school teacher at the predominantly African American high school in McComb, Mississippi, who embraced the methods after attending my summer workshop for educators. 3 The McComb project sparked the creation of our new section, Stories of the Civil Rights Era, which includes interviews both in McComb and in San Francisco with mostly African American witnesses to the brutal civil rights struggle in southern Mississippi. In total, we have completed over seventy two-hour long interviews, along with full text and full video, all published at www.tellingstories.org. A majority of the interviews include a follow-up second interview by a new group of students, generally a year later, resulting in comprehensive oral histories often more than four hours in length.
In addition to the civil rights stories, the archives include a range of other topics involving elders who witnessed some act of discrimination-based trauma, including those of Holocaust survivors and refugees, liberators and witnesses to genocide, and Japanese American internees. Other special topics continue to be developed, such as a new section depicting the stories of dislocation due to redevelopment of San Francisco's historically black Fillmore district. In addition to the collaboration with McComb High School, three additional collaborations include interviews from university students at California State University, 4 from high school students at Cary Academy in Durham, North Carolina, 5 and from the summer professional education workshop for adults mentioned above. The OHAP will continue to grow, both in depth of subject as well as breadth of topics as more interviews are added and as more institutions join the collaboration.
Rationale: oral history collection by students
I have presented the story of our project to educators and oral historians throughout the country, as well as in Australia at the International Oral History Conference. 6 The initial reaction of adults in the field is almost always the same: a skeptical acknowledgment of quaintness at the idea of students as oral history practitioners. I do not blame anyone for this natural cynicism since there are few examples in this country of student authentic work that has meaning, virtue, and purpose to a wider audience outside of the school-a term I coined "authentic doing." One notable exception is the Park Tudor School's Words of War series of primary source books created by students, led by Kathryn W. Lerch, as part of the school's Legacy Initiative. 7 However, just as predictable as the initial reaction, the response upon actually seeing samples of student work is often also equally predictable: a sense of flabbergasted appreciation of what students can actually accomplish with appropriate training, adequate equipment, and the world stage on which to publish this meaningful work.
Oral history collection within the U.S. has, until now, been relegated primarily to collecting stories that reside in personal archives, or tucked away in university and museum collections closed to the general public. Interviews have also historically been recorded only via audio and published via text. And of course, examples of student-conducted, -produced, and -published oral histories are generally distributed no further than, at most, within school archives or family projects. Engaging students in conducting authentic interviews using video and publishing to a worldwide audience represents a paradigm shift to both the field of oral history and to the notions of the limitations of students' contributions to society. I argue that student-conducted oral histories are not only a healthy and constructive educational practice but also a critically important new addition to the field of oral history collection and archives. This type of complex, real-world, collaborative, and publically meaningful project serves as a model for twentyfirst century classrooms, from middle school through the university level.
The OHAP Web site houses the captured and archived stories of critical moments in twentieth century American history. Students are engaged in conducting and archiving complete oral histories and publishing these to the world. You will not see-at least not yet-public attempts to display student analysis and evaluation of these narratives. They do higher order thinking in the context of their class time and class assignments, but we do not publish this work to the world. Rather we publish the raw evidence-the primary source information-they inquisitively capture from the witnesses so as to provide resources for use by future groups. Thus, the project is contributing to a core function of historical research; that is, the unearthing and publication of personal primary source narratives as raw data that can be used to further future historical research.
I use the term witness throughout, rather than the more common interviewee, subject, or narrator, to further define the active nature of student-conducted interviews with those who bore witness to discriminatory struggles, as inspired by the works of both Elie Wiesel 8 and James Baldwin. 9
Methodology
What follows is a more complete overview of the OHAP process, from interview preparation to the final publication on the OHAP Web site, www.tellingstories.org. What I describe below are elements of student preparation and involvement that differ from either a traditional oral history project or a conventional high school history course. I have not tried to document every step; rather, I provide just enough detail to gain a better understanding of the scope of this project so as to encourage other educators to consider bringing something similar into their classroom or program, or to perhaps join the growing OHAP collaboration.
Background research
Students engage in a variety of learning and preparation activities prior to the interview, including conducting background research, learning oral history technique, and gaining exposure to key sensitive social-emotional issues involved with interviewing elders who experienced traumatic events. Much of the background history phase involves the same traditional techniques used in high school classes throughout the world. Teacher-directed readings, targeted lectures, documentary films, and topic-centered individual research provide the most obvious forms of declarative knowledge. 10 Information access is infused with a mixture of methodologies including class discussions, small group presentations, individual summative exposition writing, and other forms of presentation.
What sets this focus on oral history collection apart from a traditional history course, however, is the need to develop far greater depth of subject using primary source material, most importantly, other oral histories of similar subjects that increasingly come directly from the archives of previous student-conducted interviews. And, whenever available, students use existing information on their assigned witness, including personal narratives, biographies, family projects and archives, and even films. For example, half of the OHAP Holocaust survivors provided previously published or private work that students used to prepare. 11 Obviously, general background historical material and research continues to be used; however, as the archives grows, more and more of the material used to prepare comes directly from OHAP via previously conducted interviews, and indirectly from previous public and private works of OHAP witnesses with similar life stories. Moreover, student research-their notes, bibliographies, documents and interview questions-are archived via centrally-stored digital files and then used by future students as they prepare for new interviews. Student work scaffolds to provide meaning not only to public Web site visitors but also privately for future students.
Consider the qualitative impact of this kind of work on students. The traditional high school history student completes research for the purpose of writing a paper to demonstrate to his or her teacher important evidence of his or her learning. Students working within the OHAP process, however, prepare not only a final interview project that will be seen around the world but also the entirety of their research lives on for use by future students.
Whenever possible, students conduct a preinterview with their witnesses. 12 We have implemented a wide range of preinterview opportunities, including school-hosted lunch events where all the witnesses come to dine and meet their student interviewers, student team visits to the witness's home-either on their own or with an instructor, conference-call style telephone conversations, and even E-mail exchange of questions. During the preinterview, students not only gather essential information (names, key dates, and a quick chronological listing of major personal story elements) but also build the informal personalized connection with the witness. Telephone communication is usually strained, hindered often by the elder witness with poor hearing as well as the lack of visual and personal context that is further complicated by the cross-generational nature of witness and interviewer. Thus, telephone and E-mail-based preinterviews rarely lead to establishing a rapport that is so important for the eventual interview. The best preinterviews invariably are those involving face-toface meetings. This often poses logistical challenges given the need to align several schedules. For the most part, students arrange this process on their own, but with clear advice from their teacher on how to conduct the preinterview.
Student teams conducting a second, follow-up interview have other preparation procedures. They still embark on all the same kinds of research as above, but they do not conduct a preinterview. They establish some contact with the witness prior to the interview, such as discussing the logistics. The witnesses are less in need of contact as they are already at ease with the project and upcoming interviews. Follow-up interview students study the previous team's preinterview questionnaire and focus on the transcript of the original interview, looking for missed opportunities and topics requiring greater elaboration. For example, the initial student interviewers in 2005 asked Masaru Kawaguchi, a Japanese American incarcerated at the Topaz internment camp in central Utah, about food preparation:
Student: Did the internees get to choose the food they cooked?
Kawaguchi: No, the government had a menu that they had for the camp and I never saw meat for the longest time. It's only maybe much later when they started to raise cattle out there, and they started to raise chickens, and they started to grow vegetables. Then the food started to improve. Prior to that it was very sparse. I didn't enjoy the food at all.
A year later, when the follow-up team was preparing for their interview with Kawaguchi, they wanted to know more about how much control internees had over food in the camps: Student: What happened if you were hungry between meals?
Kawaguchi: You didn't eat. You had nothing. Most of us didn't even have a dime in our pocket. There was no place to go buy anything. I don't recall actually going out and buying a candy bar or soda or anything because there was no place you could go in those days. So I really didn't miss it because even before I went there, I never had anything anyway. We never used to go buy candy or drinks or anything. We didn't have anything. So it really didn't bother me. 13 The second interviews are often more challenging to conduct: first interviews generally follow a chronological narrative approach, whereas the follow-up interview is more interviewer-directed. Targeting the "missing elements" of one's story is challenging for inexperienced students and often the success is dependent either on the cohesiveness of the team or on the exceptional effort and work of one or more students. The instructors support student question preparation with our own guidance via reviewing their line of inquiry-and our attention is even more focused with second interview teams.
Preparing for the interview
Immediately prior to interview day, the interview team is directed to complete several tasks. First, they determine their team interview strategy. Team interviews are structurally different from conventional oral history interviews. In fact, I have trained many experienced oral historians during my annual summer workshop for adults and most have never participated in a group interview. Thus, the group nature of these interviews warrants new considerations. Student teams are presented with a variety of options from which to choose. The most common arrangement involves a "lead," a "secondary," a camera operator, and a back-up camera operator. The lead interviewer shoulders the primary responsibility for asking the prepared topical questions and keeping the interview moving through the chronology. He or she serves as the visual pointperson for the witness, even to the point of sometimes repeating questions from others to hearing-impaired witnesses. The secondary interviewer is primarily responsible for listening carefully for follow-up question opportunities and jumping in to solicit clarifications as well as the unanticipated questions arising from the conversation. 14 The camera operator is also expected to be an active member of the interview team, and is charged with listening for clarification questions. The back-up camera operator works just behind the camera to ensure shots are following the visual style (see below), as well as monitoring sound. The interview team decides in advance whether to keep the above structure throughout, or to switch roles at various times. Often the lead and secondary predetermine to switch based on topics. For example, many Holocaust interviews involve alternating primary and secondary interviewers based on childhood, deportation, concentration labor camp experiences, liberation, and postwar segments. Knowing that relief of being in the "hot-seat" is coming helps the primary interviewer as the active questioning burden shifts to his or her partner.
Another team strategy used successfully is the "tag-team" approach wherein the two primary interviewers take turns directing predetermined topics. This requires a bit more finesse and sophistication, as interviewers need to be fully in tune with each other. This is a particularly good strategy when we have two strong interviewers who both want equal input during the most important segments of the interview.
The team's next task is to craft a comprehensive document of all their questions. Although they have been working as a team throughout the research and preparation process, each student typically has developed his or her own topics and questions. The collation process poses two distinct challenges. First, the team needs to carefully collaborate to distill the topics of inquiry to a shared team list of questions. This usually marks the moment when the team wrestles with their collective interview philosophy by clarifying what they will and will not focus on. For example, invariably there are far too many questions centering on childhood and home life and not enough thought to postevent time. They are guided to spend approximately fifteen to twenty percent of the interview time on the pre-event time frame, sixty to seventy percent of time on the central drama of the witness's story, and fifteen to twenty percent on postevents, although obviously this is dependent on the nature of each individual witness.
The second challenge-that often students resist with passion-is to convert any and all questions into simple topics listed in note form only. Students are guided to shed all actual questions and to have simplified notes instead that usually take the form of a list of chronological topics. Our goal is to film an informed conversation with the witness, not a journalistic-style series of prepared questions. Actual written questions often serve to remove the conversational tone and turn the event into a barrage of questions that lacks the informal quality strived for in OHAP interviews. Anxious students will rely on written questions that can serve as a crutch that prevents careful listening and a more natural flow of discussion. Simple notes, at the very least, force the interviewers to formulate their questions more spontaneously and naturally, helping to solicit a more personable and relaxed interview environment. Studs Terkel popularized this notion of striving to create an interview as a conversation rather than an interrogation. In fact, one of the readings we use to help prepare students to understand OHAP interviewing style is a wonderful interview with Studs Terkel, conducted by Tony Parker:
One thing I'll never do is write my questions down. I'll not do it because it's false and it's unnatural and it's not what you do when you're having a conversation and it'll make me feel-here's that word again-interrogated. I want them to talk about what they want to talk about in the way they want to talk about it, or not talk about it, in the way they want to stay silent about it. 15 
Interview day
Students typically spend up to four or more hours of time for the interview, which includes approximately one hour of transportation to and from the interview location, thirty minutes of equipment set-up and testing, two hours of interview time, and another fifteen minutes of packing up for departure. This typically means students have to be released for half of their school day. Often we overlap with lunch and after-school dismissal to gain a bit more time. Some interviews take place on the weekend, some at the school-which can save up to two hours of travel and set-up time-and some have been conducted after school hours. For example, Urban teacher Dan Matz wanted to incorporate an OHAP style project into his San Francisco History course, but he did not want it to take up too much class time. We instead opted to conduct the interviews on one Saturday. His students came to school in shifts with two interviews conducted simultaneously in different rooms. Four witnesses were interviewed in the course of about four hours.
Just prior to the interview, usually during the van ride to the interview location, the student interview team completes the final set of preparations from the In the Van Checklist, 16 which includes procedures for securing the use agreement, 17 reviewing any remaining issues on the Preinterview Form, and determining who will assist with set-up and who will open and close the interview on camera. In addition, the primary and secondary interviewers review the Schmooze Time 18 guide that gives them pointers on how to relax and converse with the witness during set-up.
Finally, the camera operators often receive their first formal training at this time, reviewing the Video Shooting Guide, 19 a simple visual reference directing their shots. This one-page visual guide provides instructions on how to frame their shots using the basic Rule of Thirds approach of keeping eyes at the top onethirds, avoiding centering the subject, guidance on zooming in tight for emotional content, wide for hand-gestures, and typical head-and-shoulders for the remainder of the shots. Adults are often amazed at the sparse training and practice provided. We want to minimize technical directions and practice so that students will maximize their attention to the history-related preparation as opposed to the technical. That said, I generally attend most interviews and watch carefully so I can always jump in to correct momentary mistakes. The back-up camera operator plays this role when there are at least four team members.
The actual equipment set-up is fairly simple, containing a high-quality firewirebased miniDV video camera on a fluid-head tripod, external wired lavaliere microphone, a single collapsible 500-watt light-box on a stand, and a single collapsible light reflector on a stand ( fig. 1 ). The OHAP Web site contains a complete list of all equipment used. 20 We also record in a novel manner: we simultaneously record via the camera's miniDV tape and on a computer harddrive. The miniDV tapes become the immediate archive: tapes are labeled and later stored in a fireproof safe.
The actual working digital files are captured on a laptop connected to the camera using Apple's iMovie. These are later transferred to external hard-drives, one drive is a readily accessible original archive, another drive stores the working files for editing. There are obviously dozens of alternative technical methods for recording interviews. External lights can be either far more elaborate or dropped entirely, relying only on available light. Recordings can skip tape altogether and go direct to digital drives, either traditional disk drives or to newer flash-memory storage devices. We continue to use our current system because the simultaneous capture via disk and tape has worked exceedingly well and this is something that can only currently be accomplished using a firewire-capable camera and computer.
Over the years, we have learned a few technical tips and tricks that help ensure a high-quality interview. For example, we now shoot with everyone sitting around a table-preferably a kitchen or dining room table-instead of on couches in the living room. This not only creates a more relaxed, intimate and less formal atmosphere but also keeps the witnesses' hands well above their lap so the camera can more easily capture gestures. This setting also relaxes the students and gives them space for their own notes. The table-top filming technique aids with lighting, as the table helps to reflect light up into the subject's face. We also shoot with the camera situated behind and between the primary and secondary interviewers. This results in a nice variety of left-and right-facing shots as the witness turns to address each interviewer. Finally, as soon as set-up is complete, we bring the witness and interview teams into the "interview set" and we have them continue the schmooze process there. This helps the witness adjust to the bright light and become more comfortable in this now studio-style environment.
Postinterview
Students complete a variety of activities immediately after their interview. First, they each individually write a follow-up thank you letter to their witness. They are expected to provide more than just simple thanks. They are guided to reflect on the interview, to mention some examples of personal learning they took away from the experience and examples of the witness's story that made a personal impact. Students are asked to provide a sense of personal appreciation for participating in the project and appreciation for granting us permission to distribute the story on the web. For example, this is an excerpt from a letter written by a student to Harold Gordon, child survivor of Auschwitz: I want to thank you for giving up your Sunday for the interview. Your time and cooperation was really all we needed to get your story, but you gave us much more. You gave us real emotion and real investment in the words and the stories you told. Thank you for opening up to us and speaking with us without inhibition. The authenticity of your words and even your facial expressions proved to me how honest you were being. This sincerity is something that means a lot to me. I especially loved the story you told about how your mother would wrap chicken around you and your brother to bless you. You told the story so eloquently. I could see the memory in your eyes as you spoke. It relieves me to know that that story, along with all of the others, will be put up on our Web site so that anyone in search of knowledge and truth can find it. 21 The letters are gathered and mailed to the witness, often along with a gift of appreciation from the school, such as a school mug or cap. We also developed a framed Certificate of Acclamation that is sent. 22 Elders with important stories often appreciate this as a constant reminder that their story has been captured, preserved, and distributed by students.
The interview team prepares a short presentation to the rest of the class following a format that guides their de-briefing process. 23 This includes showing some short clips from the interview and sharing some key moments of success and examples of struggles. The primary purpose of these exercises is to provide guidance, examples, and tips to future interviewers as well as to disseminate additional historical information to the class.
From transcript to web
We publish the movie-only portion within a few days of each interview. I simply break up the often two-hour interview into shorter twenty-to thirty -minute segments and post those on the OHAP Web site. In the past, interviews were not published until the transcription was complete, which could take many weeks and even months. Now, the near-immediate publication of the uncut video interviews helps generate enthusiasm among the student interviewers and the witnesses as well as provides immediate content to our viewers. In addition, these movie files become an important part of the postproduction process, as they are used to divide up the transcription and proofing duties.
By far the most challenging component of OHAP interviews is the transcription process. Students are quickly trained to use the transcription software, Express Scribe, 24 mostly via a short web-based movie I created for their use. 25 One of the advantages of Express Scribe is the ability to use Microsoft Word-or any word processing software-with which students are already familiar. This helps them more easily catch the most obvious spelling and grammar errors. Students pick up the technical skill very quickly, but the quality of each transcribed section varies widely. Often they are filled with errors of accuracy, grammar, and contextual misinterpretations.
For most students, the toughest part of transcription is careful attention to the OHAP Style Guide. 26 The initial "raw transcript" generally takes students somewhere between three to ten times as long as the assigned segment. Students each transcribe about twenty to thirty minutes of testimony, and this is completed through a combination of in-class time and take-home assignments. Students then edit each other's transcripts, trying to follow the Style Guide, checking for accuracy, and striving to make contextually appropriate paragraph breaks-often a significant challenge for students. Once complete, students send me their transcripts and I combine them into a complete whole, checking to make sure there are no overlaps or missing sections. Two additional rounds of editing are conducted by volunteer adults who carefully "proof-listen" and correct the transcript.
The final phase prior to publishing is creating the individual movie files that match each paragraph-length segment of text. Users of the Web site click each paragraph-or paragraph equivalent-to generate the associated movie. The movie editing process is perhaps the simplest of all since the harder task of determining text-based paragraph breaks has already occurred. The uncut movie files are distributed to students using USB flash drives or small portable hard drives. After loading the movies on their laptops, they use Apple's QuickTime Pro to complete the movie editing. Students locate the beginning and end points of each matching movie, paying close attention to the subtleties of eyes and mouth movements to make sure each individual movie cut begins and ends in a visually appealing manner. Directions for the entire procedure are available online for students to follow; very little explanation is needed.
In the past, we used to deliver these large movie files to students after having already compressed them into much smaller and manageable movie files ready for web publishing. This created a large problem when, a few years ago, we decided to increase the size of the displayed movies on the Web site. In order to resize those movies, we had to go back to the original large .dv files and re-cut each of these several hundred matching movies-a painstaking process. I developed a technique by which students are making movie cuts using Apple's QuickTime "reference movies" feature-essentially creating shortcuts to each of the hundreds of short movie files. Once all these reference movies are created, I process the files using Episode, a sophisticated movie compression program that can batch export hundreds of movies at a time at whatever output size and quality we desire. In this way, the corresponding movies can be resized periodically as Internet speeds increase and the norms for Internet-based video playback evolve. In the near future, movies will play full screen as Internet speeds increase and as full-screen playback becomes an accepted norm.
The last remaining postproduction process is the hyperlink matching of each section to its corresponding movie. Students submit their final transcripts and I convert them into simple HTML files using Adobe's Dreamweaver webpublishing program. This conversion process involves a series of "find-andreplace" commands in Dreamweaver that converts text into the correct styles and formats for the Web site. For example, all questions become black, all answers are formatted in dark blue, and all corresponding movie text become highlighted upon mouse-rollovers providing immediate feedback to users of these hyperlinks. I do this myself to maintain style integrity throughout the site-and it's relatively easy to do by batching multiple transcript files. Students then get back a micro-version of the Web site that relates directly to their own transcript and movie section. Using Dreamweaver, they make the simple associations of each paragraph to each movie and then are able to test this themselves to make sure that all the links work correctly. These directions are online and therefore take up no class time. These final files are returned to me, and I upload those into the Web site for the final volunteer editing phase.
The final phase involves "proof listening" by adult volunteers. The volunteer proof listener accesses the files on an unpublished Web site and carefully clicks through all of the matching movies, checking for a host of final corrections including accuracy of movie cuts and accuracy of transcription according to the published Style Guide. This goes through two rounds of corrections to make sure that the text is as accurate as possible. Then the associated transcript is published on the Web site and available for use worldwide.
Broader implications of student-led digital video interviews Emotional impacts and issues of traumatic interviews
Students are often quite anxious going into an interview with an elder, let alone with someone who experienced traumatic horrors, such as those of many concentration camp survivors. This stress is enhanced when interviews are conducted in the homes of witnesses. Imagine the impact on the average sixteenyear-old student: she arrives at a stranger's home, needing to engage in informal conversation during equipment set-up, and then conducts the interview, literally four feet away with the camera running. Other classmates are present as well as her teacher. And she knows a worldwide audience will see her work. Adding to the stress, the witness is an elderly man or woman discussing traumatic personal events. And finally, like many typical students, she has never had any lengthy discussion with an elder other than about her own family, let alone about one's experiences surviving the horrors of the death camps. In so many ways, this seems like a recipe for disaster.
Our experience working with students and elders has born out the opposite result. Students successfully probe for often the hardest details of a story and they demonstrate resilience in the face of some of the most horrifying stories. For example, note this exchange between students and Lucille Eichengreen, survivor of Auschwitz, as she describes the death of her mother in the Lódz Ghetto: Student: Can you describe the day of your mother's death? Eichengreen: I was not at home. She died in the morning; I was at work. When I had come home the neighbors told me. They had called the black wagon and the next morning they picked her up. And we waited two weeks to hear-my sister and I-about a burial. We didn't hear. We walked to the cemetery; it was a two-hour walk. In the house next to the cemetery we found hundreds of dead bodies. Some were between two planks of wood, some were not, tied with rope. It took us almost all day to find my mother with a nametag. And we carried her out into the cemetery and found a small lot and a shovel. We dug a grave and buried her. Eichengreen: Not the day we were there. But I believe some people did and some just waited for the burial call to come around to it, if they ever did. 27 Part of the success of these interviews lies in the intergenerational connection forged between the students and witnesses. The elders are recounting their pivotal experiences when they were nearly the same age as the student interviewers. Max, for instance, was eighteen years old when tattooed in Auschwitz, within a year or two of the age of students interviewing him. The elder witnesses often connect deeply and personally with students sitting with inquisitive eyes resembling those of their own youth. For example, Garcia recounts this chilling memory of his sister while making a personal connection with the student interviewers:
Now, the Jewish edicts come into play, and I go into hiding after my sister has been picked up in December of 1942. She had just turned sixteen. Who is sixteen here? [Garcia slowly scans the eyes of his student interviewers.] She had just turned sixteen on the 24th of November, and she was gassed in Auschwitz on the 10th of December. I just want you to think about that for a minute-all of you who are sixteen. My mother went out of her mind, tried to commit suicide, tried to throw herself out of the window. 28 An important feature of most of our interviews is the centrality of the human drama or experience of survivors, liberators, camp internees, and witnesses of the civil rights struggle. These are extremely sensitive topics and often educators and historians question whether students can effectively engage in such personal drama. 29 We directly tackle this challenge by providing advanced training on understanding the psychology of trauma through direct instruction, role-playing exercises, and ample discussion. We have also invited in trauma experts to conduct preparation workshops with students. In fact, we filmed-interview style-a workshop conducted by Wilma Bass, a local trauma therapist and this is now published on the OHAP Web site for use by other teachers and oral historians. 30 Much of the trauma workshop focuses on the psychological care of the students as interviewers, teaching them to recognize both signs of their own potential vicarious traumatization 31 -sometimes referred to as "passion fatigue"-as well as helping them understand the therapeutic nature of the interview on the elders themselves.
At times, struggles surface that show the disconnectedness between the traumatized witness and the student interviewers, but, again, our experience is that the students do not shy away from the discussion. The relative innocence of student interviewers often helps to extract a deeper story from the elder who feels even more compelled to explain the details and experiences of what he or she went through so many years before. The efficacy of these cross-generational interviews is born out by watching the interactions and often leads to an informal conversation that results in the telling of compelling memories. For example, below is one dramatic encounter between Ken Colvin, a U.S. army medic who helped liberate several concentration camps, including Hemer, and three students. Colvin doubted that the students-or anyone watching his story on the web-could ever fully understand his experiences:
Colvin: I wonder how people who watch these films on the Internet or hit on your website, are they just going to say, "Well there's a guy, he's . . ." I know the day I became neurotic in my life and it was the day we walked into Hemer, the first of the six camps. That's the day that my brains got mushy and I started to feel about people. Whatever I've done since that experience . . . I keep saying "maybe something I'm doing will help somebody, someplace." I just can't walk away from that thing, those concentration camps, and say, "Well that was the Holocaust, and now I came back, and I went to work, and I had a family." No, the Holocaust doesn't go away. It's in the paper every day, in the media every day … I can't walk away from the concentration camps and say, "That was the Holocaust. Oh well, what are we going to study next week." No, because this is in my guts, it's in my brains.
Rachael: I feel like I can't know. I think that the Holocaust is something that can't really be fully described-you can try-but that's actually one of the reasons that I'm so interested in your poetry because I feel like it captures the emotions of it in ways that you can't really capture in pure description. I know I've never had an experience anything like yours-and God willing I never will-but somehow I think it's important to know.
Julianna: You seem to be a lot more passionate about wanting people to know the real truth about it. The fact that you really want people to know makes for a good interview and gives us something to take away.
Colvin: I'm not trying to make this a good interview, dear. No, no, this is the real stuff, this is life, and it still goes on today. I just pray to God that somebody who someday watches this and has to make some decisions someplace will say the Holocaust still goes on, it still goes on.
Erin: I think, for me, just being here and listening to what you are saying is actually changing my future and changing who I am. I think you can study the Holocaust and you can listen to what people say [then] you can live your life not being affected by it and dissociating yourself from it, and just thinking of it as facts. It seems like it was so long ago. But in proportion to how long civilization has existed, it wasn't. I think hearing this is changing the decisions I'll make in the future and the way I look at life, even with the insignificant things. It's important to me. 32 Students have witnessed the gushing of tears when an elder recalls a memory for the first time in over fifty years. 33 They've interviewed elders close to deaththe second interview with Floyd Dade, Jr., mentioned below, was conducted while he laid prone is his hospital bed just a few months prior to his death. Witnesses have abruptly ended in the middle of a session, only to be coaxed back by the students. Most of our students walk away from their interview with a renewed sense of their own contribution, not only to the history record but also to the individual whose story is being witnessed. And this whole process impacts students in ways that transcend the traditional classroom. History teacher and project partner, Deborah Samake, comments:
The students accomplished far beyond what we had initially anticipated, resulting in the expansion of the breadth and impact of the course. What started as purely an academic project grew into a multi-professional, multidisciplinary project encompassing and cutting across generations, races, religion, and cultures. I observe vast amounts of learning: improved student analytical skills, students exhibiting less fear in using technological tools, and students becoming more cognizant of the world around them, including improved social development as strong ties and deep and meaningful relationships developed between the students and their interviewees. 34 
Impacts of empowering student interviewers
Students often react strongly to information learned during these highly personal interviews. We see this most strongly in the interviews coming out of McComb, Mississippi, since often the students have personal knowledge of the people interviewed or mentioned. Vickie Malone, OHAP collaborator at McComb High School, recounts this story of a white sophomore girl who discovered a disturbing story involving her own grandfather while interviewing an elder black woman:
Much of the class centers on gathering oral narratives from residents who grew up in a radically different McComb, a place where inequality and violence was a part of life. In the middle of one interview at the home of Ms. Patsy Ruth Butler, this student asked an innocent question about the role of law enforcement during that time. Her grandfather had been a McComb policeman and, later, Chief of Police during the 1960s. In her family's eyes, he was a hero. But, she says, her voice trembling as she recounts the answer: "[Ms. Butler] said you couldn't trust policemen, that they were just as involved as the KKK. Even now, it makes me want to cry. At the time I thought I have to regain my composure, that I can't let this interfere with what I'm here to do. But I felt like I was in a tug-of-war. Here is this woman telling me this, but my family . . . they're such good people. What do I do?" 35 According to Malone, the student eventually made peace with the legacy of her grandfather, a man struggling to keep his job, feed his family, and survive in a troubled era. But the experience interviewing likely forever changed the student; in fact, she chose to repeat the course the following year in order to continue extracting local stories in McComb.
Students, in particular in McComb, experience the often jarring disconnect between their traditional education and this newly discovered empowerment of broader purpose as they are thrust into the role of a public collector and publisher of critical community stories. This invariably raises questions of equity and pedagogy that this nontraditional approach provokes, both in terms of content and educational technique. According to David Bickham, an educational consultant serving McComb, and a frequent observer of the interviews conducted in McComb, "Students in McComb wanted to know why they had never been taught this powerful local history and why teachers beyond their oral history course are not using these types of techniques." 36 The provocative nature of this work and the methods used among high school students raise questions about the interpretation of history and broader community issues of social justice.
The broad impact on students is evident in this dialogue among the four McComb seniors who traveled with their teacher, Malone, to San Francisco to participate in a collaborative interview with Urban School students. They interviewed civil rights icon, Brenda Travis, who, as a sixteen-year-old in 1961 played a pivotal role in sparking the Civil Rights Movement in McComb when she was arrested and expelled from school after standing in the "Whites Only" counter at the Greyhound bus station. The McComb students reflect on the experiences both as interviewers and as students of history:
Alexander: In my mind, I see this as something we all do. I never doubted us to be great interviewers. I never saw how big this was until I saw how much emotion goes into it. I never saw how huge this could possibly be, that so many people will actually watch this, and how many people doubt us. It's a bit too much to put my head around.
LaToya: I thought it was going to be hard. As I grew into the class, it became easier. About people judging that high schoolers can't do this or that, the old folks always say, "Don't judge a book by its cover." So don't put limitations on what someone else can do because young people are the leaders of tomorrow. And we can show other people how to do it.
Lyderious: It makes me feeler older, more mature. This makes me feel like I am somebody.
LaToya: We got the basics in school about Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X. But now we can tell about our society, what happened in our hometown. We don't hear about that.
Lyderious: We can feel it emotionally better than a 45-year-old could because most of the people we interview were about our age when they went through this. I think the people we interview should talk to people who were about their age. Delisa: If students had a chance to do this who come from a background similar to ours, it will mean a lot more to them after they get to see this experience and actually do it. By just listening to what people say, looking at it in a book, it's not doing anything. But when you are actually there doing it yourself, you get like, "Wow, I can't believe it's actually happening," and then you pay more attention when you are doing it.
Alexander: I feel we are a part of real history, not just history you get from a book. You can't get the emotion from reading a book. We never heard anything in our classes about what happened in McComb. We just found out that McComb was the bombing capital of America, the hot spot for all the racism back then. I never knew that.
Delisa: I think it's empowering because I'm a senior, I'm eighteen years old and I am interviewing important people. I am at the age that she [Brenda Travis] was back then. If you sit down and put yourself in someone else's shoes who is telling a story like this, you become empowered by it. You learn you can do things like they did. You can actually take a stand when you are a teenager against things you don't believe in, things that are unjust, and then make it happen. It's great.
Alexander: It just makes you want to change. It made me want to change how I act.
Delisa: I actually feel like I've been lied to every year, simply because we never went in depth, until this class. 37 
Video
Another important feature of our interviews is the dominance of video. Many traditionalist oral historians eschew video as an obstruction to the oral story. It has been our experience, however, that the ever-present technology in the room of the interview-large tripod housing an ominous camera, a bright key light looming overhead, a large reflector located close to the face of the interviewer, the lavaliere microphone pinned to the witness's chest, and the connected computer that's capturing the digital recording-has never prevented important stories from being divulged. In fact, in many cases they tend to enhance the story by elevating the importance of the moment and the demonstrated sophistication of students in the project. Of course, most witnesses have an immediate negative reaction to all this equipment, but the interview techniques explained above-shooting around a table, and continuing the informal "schmooze process" within the lighted set-helps turn the focus to the recorded conversations of students sitting at the table with the elder.
Video enhances the story, yet its capture is far less complicated than many assume. I train the student camera operator at the moment of the interview. There is no need for lengthy practice and study of camera functions; rather, the students learn at the interview site the basics of zoom and pan and the proper framing of a subject. We want students to focus on the history and the person's story, not on the technology.
Web
The final key feature of our project is the publication to the world via the multimedia Web site, www.tellingstories.org. We do this for several reasons. First and foremost, we desire to share these important stories with the broadest possible audience. Many teachers and professors from around the world are using our interviews as they direct students to study twentieth-century world history. The efficacy of sharing with an audience that can find real meaning and purpose is obvious: students are uncovering critical new primary source material and making this widely available. Second, the published work is a testament to the power of students and is a demonstration to the world what many school educators have known for years: that students are capable of producing, not just for themselves, but bringing value and contributing to those outside the classroom, outside their school, and outside their own immediate communities. And finally, we publish these stories as a testament to the individuals interviewed who all share a compelling belief and hope that broad access to their stories will affect change for the better. The fact that high school students are in charge of this work makes this all the more meaningful to the witnesses as they retell their personal memories of key historical events.
Conclusions
At the very end of the student interview with Floyd Dade, Jr., commander of the highly decorated all African American 761st Tank Battalion, the fighting force that helped liberate concentration camps at the end of World War II, he looked at the students sitting in his living room and said, "I am glad you young people are interested in this history . . . and I am proud that you young people interviewed me. I hope you can spread the word. . . Pat yourself on the back that I met Floyd. . .I met one of the old tankers, which is a privilege. I sure appreciate each and every one of you to come." 38 Floyd passed away soon after his second interview, but his story lives on, thanks to a handful of high school students from San Francisco. conducted interviews through a variety of works including proofing and correcting, writing chapter summaries, researching terms, names, and locations and creating hyperlinks to existing text, developing interview highlight segments, and more-all aimed to enhance the usefulness of the Web site for teachers and students across the world. In addition, students will construct short documentaries that will also be published on Telling Their Stories. This is not a tech class, but rather a history class that will use twenty-first century cutting edge technology to explore the oral histories of compelling individuals.
Teachers
Howard and the Teaching Fellow will be team-teaching throughout the term. In general, Howard will oversee-and therefore evaluate-most of the interview and production work, as well as most of the day-to-day activities. The Teaching Fellow will supervise-and therefore evaluate-most student projects involving written and creative work.
Topics
Students this year will choose to focus on either the experiences of Japanese American internment or the experiences of survivors and witnesses of the Holocaust, the purpose of which is to build on the Web site's existing topics of survivors, liberators, and Japanese American internees.
Projects
Beyond preparing to conduct at least one interview in research teams of three to five students, students will also be completing a variety of projects designed to support historical understanding as well as to provide enhanced functionality for our Web site visitors. Much of this work will be part of each student's Subject Study-all students will be assigned to study one or more previously interviewed "interviewees" (subjects). This will serve the dual purpose of helping students prepare for their own interview as well as to continue necessary work on earlier interviews. These projects may include the following:
Glossary Project-selecting names, dates, historical terms, and places appearing in transcripts, researching appropriate previously published definitions, and creating hyperlinks to help our viewers understand the history of our interviewees.
Highlights Project-selecting some of the most historically important movie clips from each interview. This will include polished reflective writing that combines analysis ("why this is so important") with personal emotive reaction ("I felt about this section . . ."). These highlights will be published on Telling Their Stories.
Podcast Project-same content as the Highlights Project but created as short video-podcasts created by each student. Once published on Telling Their Stories, subscribers will get these delivered to their iTunes accounts.
Chapter Summary Project-writing pithy content summaries for the various chapters of each interview. Notice on Telling Their Stories, each interview is divided into approximately ten chapters, and each need a summary statement.
Documentary Movie Project-working in Production Teams, students will create short documentary films using past Telling Their Stories interviews as well as other copyright permitted media. These theme-based movies will be posted on Telling Their Stories to provide an additional tool for our site visitors.
Journal Project-students will maintain a near daily class journal-with teacher prompts. Selected journal entries-with student permission-will eventually be posted to Telling Their Stories in a new section focusing on the impact of oral history on students.
Note: in most cases students will conduct their Subject Study with past interviews; however, some students may be assigned to compete Subject Study components on their own assigned interview if this interview happens earlier in the term.
Production teams
Each student will participate in three production teams as per below.
Interview Team-composed of three to five students-led by either a junior or senior-each team will carry out all interview-related tasks including initiating communication with the interviewee, setting up both a preliminary informal meeting as well as a formal taped interview, fully researching and preparing for the interview, conducting the interview including the videography (with Howard present), transcribing the entire interview into full-text as well as creating the dozens of matching movie files, proofing all transcripts, and other interview production tasks.
Subject Study Team-composed of three or more students studying a similar topic (Holocaust survivors, liberators, or Japanese American internees), each team will coordinate their various Subject Studies and produce one or more group documentary movies.
Web site Production Team-composed of two or more students who will take charge of some aspect of Telling Their Stories. These groups will depend on student interest and skill but may include such teams as: Public Relations, Design, Podcasts, Highlights, DVD Creation, Glossary, Resources.
Student expectations
This course assumes students are up to the challenge of vigorous work to benefit themselves, their production teams, and ultimately, a world-wide audience. Student success-and therefore "project" success-will depend on a mixture of independence and interdependence: a persistent ability to plan and implement a variety tasks as well as a tolerant and collaborative ability to work productively within various production teams. Read the Course Expectations for a more detailed list of evaluation factors to be used throughout the course. Note the following bare-minimum expectations for all students, each of which is required in order to pass the course: 1) direct involvement in at least one full interview 2) successful completion of all assigned work Additional Technology Needs:
1-Students will be working with interviews recorded on full DV (digital video) files throughout the term. Full DV files are HUGE, with each hour of video approximately twelve GB in size. Students are expected to be working with a minimum of one hour of DV at a time for editing movies. Students, therefore, are required to have a minimum of fifteen GBs of free hard-disk space. What this will mean for many is the need to clear out much of your iTunes space. You can temporarily store your songs and movies on your external hard-drive.
2-Students are required to bring headphones to class every day. Please see Howard if the purchase of headphones is cost prohibitive.
The Interview process and schedule
All students will be involved in at least one interview-some may be assigned to multiple interviews. Since interviews involve traveling to the interviewee's home-and given the time necessary for technical set-up-students are expected to be prepared to depart up to an hour before class and stay for up to an hour after class. Interviews generally take place between 11:30-3:30 a.m. depending on the location. Some interviews may take place during the weekend or during evening hours-upon mutual agreement with the student interview team. We will attempt to match students with interview times that minimize disruption to outside commitments; however, students must communicate clearly with parents, coaches, and others about this time commitment once assigned.
Refer to the Weekly Overview for a quick look at the entire term. 
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